FINANCIAL ANTICIPATORY SYSTEMS THINKING
UNESCO CHAIR FOR THE
FUTURE OF FINANCE
EXPANDING THE WAY WE USE THE FUTURE

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE CHAIR IN 2’50

https://youtu.be/5lOCs-6AOxA

VALUES & FINANCE ARE AT THE HEART OF
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY
Our ambition at École des Ponts Business School has always been to
help women and men to maximize their potential, while contributing to a
better future. Our motto sums it up best: In business for a better
world.
We believe that what we are able to see and do in the world, both
individually and collectively, depends on gaining a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding of the future.
The question of value is at the heart of all the major challenges we face
today. While the notions of values and purpose are increasingly at the
heart of our societal and environmental challenges.
It is these overarching issues – and how images of the future shape our
perceptions and choices with respect to the role and functioning of the
financial sector and all that it impacts – that will direct the Chair's
action-research.

The Chair on Financial Anticipatory Systems Thinking
(FAST) was officially established on 6 September 2021
by UNESCO and École des Ponts Business School.
This is an important milestone for our team, who has
been building expertise in Futures Literacy since 2019
– and took an active part in the first two UNESCO
Global Forums on Futures Literacy.

ADDRESSING THE MAJOR CHALLENGES OF
OUR TIME - TOGETHER
Our (eco)system has reached its limits.
And if the system is to endure, we must somehow reinvent it.

Our goal is to develop our ability to better understand the structural and
existential challenges the system is facing today. To enhance our
capacity to detect and invent, sense and make-sense of novelty. After
all, as Einstein famously said, when faced with an existential challenge,
it is essential to deeply understand the problem before attempting to
design its solution.
The challenges we will address are fundamental and transversal:
•
Global warming and its environmental impact,
•
Galloping demography and the depletion of resources,
•
The impact of new technologies and disruptive business models on
our political and social models,
•
Increasing inequalities and the rise of extreme poverty,
•
The globalization of trade, in its health-related issues.

And as a cardinal point, the question of value and how it translates into
our systems of exchange, planning, risk management, and our capacity
to imagine and therefore create an emerging and novel future.

PREDICT, PLAN, MITIGATE – A LIMITED
AND LIMITING VISION OF THE FUTURE?
Complex systems are predictable – until they are not!
The tipping point is impossible to predict.
So is the new state of equilibrium…
In a system whose structural limits we are approaching, our way of
using the future, our anticipatory systems, must evolve to better
integrate uncertainty. Allow for emergence. To better understand the
limiting assumptions of our images of the future.

Developed over a decade ago by UNESCO, futures literacy is the
capability to consciously « use the future » for different reasons and in
different ways in different contexts, rather than just a tool to control it.

FROM RESEARCH - TO ACTION - TO BUSINESS
Awareness
It is no longer enough to plan – we must also adapt in real time. But not
just within the plan itself.

The ability to improvise must occur outside of the planned. It is this
capability that the Chair aims to develop at the individual and
organizational levels of our partner organizations. To embed
emergence and adaptation within their existing planning methods and
tools.
A hybrid outfit, part business school, laboratory, consulting and
facilitation team, the FAST Chair is much more than a traditional
academic chair. It is a center for applied research and action learning at
the service to its partners.
Guided by an experimental mindset, we aim to build each partner
organization’s capability to integrate the results of our action-research
as it best meets their individual strategic and operational challenges.

Expand your field
of perception

Discovery
Explore and “sense-make”
of possible futures

Choice
Analyze and integrate
emergent alternatives into
strategic planning process

DEVELOP YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
CAPABILITY TO “USE” THE FUTURE
The capability to use the future in multiple ways has a direct impact on
the performance of your organization:
•

Organizations that are "future-prepared" are 33% more profitable*

•

And they enjoy 200% higher valuations than their competitors*

By contributing to the development of futures literacy within your
organization, the Chair contributes directly to your ability to transform
emergence into opportunity and performance.
The Chair allows your teams to benefit from a solid and proven
methodology to become fully "future-prepared" using the 2 pillars of
future studies: planning and emergence.

*Source: Rohrbeck, R., & Kum, M. E. (2018). Corporate foresight and its impact on firm
performance: A longitudinal analysis. Technological Forecasting and Social Change, 129, 105-116.

LEARN AND INNOVATE THROUGH
FUTURES LITERACY LABS (FLL)
Empowering your organization to use the future more efficiently and
effectively is one of the primary outcomes of a field-tested
methodology: Futures Literacy Laboratories. These are 'living labs' that
use action-learning to rapidly build skills and insights from a more
advanced appreciation of the attributes and role of the future.
•

FLLs are an exploratory journey through different ways of imagining
futures.

•

FLLs are an effective process of collective intelligence to discover
and examine the elements that shape and limit our ability to imagine
the future – our anticipatory assumptions. This process gives rise
to new questions and a renewed perspective on the Futures
Literacy Lab’s specific theme.

•

FLLs provide participants and their organizations with a greater
awareness of the sources of the futures we imagine and the power
of the futures we imagine to influence what we see and do in the
present.

THE JOURNEY HAS ALREADY BEGUN

In collaboration with our partners, 4 Futures Literacy Labs have already
allowed us to explore several themes related to our goals.

The future of social inequality and the role of the financial sector
• An FLL organized at the 47th Congress on Banking Transformation
in partnership with Efma, UNESCO and Wavestone
The social responsibility of financial institutions in building a
sustainable future for themselves
• An FLL organized during Climate Finance Week Ireland in
partnership with EIT Climate KIC, UNESCO and Finland Futures
Research Centre
The future of territorial inequalities
• An FLL organized for Leonard and the VINCI Foundation in
partnership with UNESCO
The future of management research
• An FLL organized as part of the Executive DBA of École des Ponts
Business School

THEY ARE COMMITTED
TO DEVELOPING THE CHAIR

Prof. Martin CALNAN
Chaired Professor and Director, FAST Chair
École des Ponts Business School
For the last 5 years, Martin has been simultaneously
conducting research and developing Executive Education
at EPBS. A mentor and advisor for numerous startups,
Martin is also an active supporter of cooperative banking.

Dr. Riel MILLER

Amandine LEPOUTRE

President of the Scientific Committee, FAST Chair
Head of Futures Literacy at UNESCO
Regarded as the founding father of Futures Literacy,
Riel is one of the most influential experts globally in the
field of prospective and future studies.

Member of the Scientific Committee, FAST Chair
President, Thinkers & Doers
Amandine is the founder of the first "think & do" tank. Her
organization brings together business leaders, corporate
citizens and entrepreneurs committed to promote
‘’Economy for Humanity’’.

Christian MULLER,

Prof. Alon ROZEN,

Vice-President of the Scientific Committee, FAST Chair
Former COO at AXA Art Group
Formerly with the world’s leading insurer of arts and
lifestyle, Christian brings to the Chair his broad and deep
knowledge of finance and the financial sector.

Member of the Scientific Committee, FAST Chair
Dean of École des Ponts Business School
Professor of innovation and an expert in business
modeling, Alon has been leading the business school of
Ecole des Ponts since 2013. He sits on the board of
several companies, including B Lab France

Revital MAROM

Laurent BALEY,

Project Director, FAST Chair
École des Ponts Business School
Revital is recognized for her ability to build bridges
between research, business and strategy. She’s held
leadership roles in the telecom industry.

Member of the Scientific Committee, FAST Chair
Director of the Intuit Lab France School
A higher education leader and a Circular Economy
entrepreneur, Laurent brings to the Chair his expertise and
critical thinking on the balance between financial resources
and human richness in tomorrow’s business models.

THEY HAVE ALREADY SUPPORTED US

THEY ARE ALREADY WORKING
WITH US
FLL Design Experts :
•

Kwamou Eva FEUKEU, Anticipation Specialist,
UNESCO

•

Christine KAVAZANJIAN, Futures
Practitioner and Designer, UNESCO

•

Léa CHAUSSIS, Associate Project Officer,
Futures Literacy, UNESCO

•

Sally LIN, Futures Designer, UNESCO

Literacy

Chair Research Fellows :
•

Kamal Beyaalat, Doctoral Candidate, Ecole des
Ponts Business School

JOIN US, JOIN THE FUTURE

Action-research and action-learning are at the heart of our
methodology. Project by project, FLL by FLL, we will develop your
capabilities and lay the conceptual foundations for a positive impact.
Together, we will define the themes that will guide our research and
action learning program.

On the Chair's menu:
•

Action research programs directly related to your strategic and
operational issues

•

Training in Future Literacy for your teams

•

Access to all of the Chair's research projects

•

Access to training and events open to the public.

Contact: Martin Calnan, calnan@pontsbschool.com

BECOME A SPONSOR
Future User - € 25k x 4 years,
• Participation in the Chair Inauguration event and take part in a panel discussion
• Participation in 3 public FUTURE LITERACY LAB and its annual event
• Observer in Scientific Committee (2 hybrid meetings per year)
• Participation in the Train the Trainer session
• Member of the UNESCO FAST Community network (LinkedIn, Discord,
Clubhouse)
• Subscription to all the chair's publications (working papers, white papers, articles,
research briefs)
• 5 copies of Futures Literacy book
• Name and logo on Chair’s dedicated website and all publications

Future Influencer - € 50k x 4 years
• All the advantages of the Future User Sponsor package
• Choosing a theme for a public FLL, corresponding to your organization’s needs.
• 1 Influencer seat on the Scientific Committee (2 hybrid meetings per year)
• 10 copies Futures Literacy book
Future Maker - € 100k x 4 years
• All the advantages of the Future Influencer Sponsor package
• 1 private FLL per year tailored to the needs of your organization
• 1 dedicated Train the Trainer per year
• 20 copies of Futures Literacy book
Future Anticipator - 1M € or more
• Tailor-made packages according to your organization needs

All sponsors would benefit from a dedicated access to
the “Strategic Foresight Framework Series”

ABOUT ECOLE DES PONTS BUSINESS SCHOOL
Since 1987, EPBS has been helping companies and executives grow
and transform themselves. The professors, invited from the best
universities from around the world, bring a unique perspective on their
respected fields. Cross-cultural diversity and a pioneering spirit have
forged the reputation of our MBA and DBA programs, offered in Paris,
Casablanca, Shanghai and Beijing. Internationally-accredited by AMBA,
the school shares the same standards of excellence as its Alma Mater,
École des Ponts ParisTech – aka ENPC.
The business school is committed to fostering an environment where
ideas can be explored, challenged, shared, and applied. Research
interests are founded on groundbreaking thinking on innovation and
entrepreneurship, leadership and talent management, circular economy
and sustainable development, digital transformation, and futures
literacy.
Faithful to its founder, Celia Russo - who devoted her life to linking
educational communities around the world, bridging gaps, bringing out
people’s existing potential, and creating a vision of business being a
source for a better world - EPBS has always been unconventional.
Today, still, it is a business school like no other. Our alumni form a
global network of experts, leaders and entrepreneurs who all strive in
their own way to live up to the school’s motto : « in business to make
a better world ».

400 MBA, E-MBA
and E-DBA students

7 000 alumni around
the world

A global network of
more than 60
professors

16 permanent staff
(management and
academic affairs)

WE CAN’T READ THE FUTURE BUT WE CAN
WRITE IT - TOGETHER

UNESCO CHAIR FOR THE
FUTURE OF FINANCE
www.pontsbschool.com

https://youtu.be/5lOCs-6AOxA

